Fueling the Path to Economic Inclusion
& Shared Prosperity:
We CAN build a more equitable, prosperous,
and sustainable region for all
Tawanna A. Black, Founder & CEO
@TawannaABlack @EconInclusion

WHO WE ARE

The Center for Economic Inclusion is a cross-sector organization
committed to strengthening the Minneapolis-St. Paul region’s
civic infrastructure and collective capacity to disrupt systems
and influence market forces to catalyze shared prosperity and
advance an inclusive economy.
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WHO WE ARE

Igniting a Shift from Awareness to Action
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WHY INCLUSIVE GROWTH?

Inclusive Growth could address
the region’s talent shortage.
Eliminating racial disparities represents ~70% of all
opportunities to address the talent gap by 20221 …
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employment
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…and it could be achieved with
targeted interventions
§ 37,500 of 57,500 workers could
be added by
q

q

§

Maintaining the rate of 16-24
year old labor force participation
and employment, as
demographics continue to shift
Reducing the number of both
long-term unemployed and
dislocated workers by half (of
whom are >85% people of color)
The remaining 20,000 would
come from equalizing labor
force participation of people of
color to whites
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WHY INCLUSIVE GROWTH?

Inclusive Growth could drive new business
creation and create thousands of new jobs.
The rate of business ownership is artificially low for
people of color, and especially so in MSP1…
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§ Collectively, minority-owned
businesses generate $5.2B in annual
revenue and are Minnesota’s 9th
largest employer2
q
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They also grew at 3.5 times
the rate of all MN businesses3

§ If the rate of minority business
ownership were at parity with
whites, the resulting business would
employ ~87K more workers4
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WHY INCLUSIVE GROWTH?

Inclusive Growth could address the widening
spatial-skills mismatch and reduce costs to
employers and employees.
People of color in urban areas are doubly impacted by a skills
mismatch and spatial mismatch
Blue-collar job growth is occurring
outside of the region’s center…

1 Eric Roper. Star
Tribune analysis
of US Census
Bureau data.
“Low-wage jobs
are moving to
distant suburbs.
How will workers
get there?”
10.30.17. 1
University of
Minnesota.
“Spatial and Skills
Mismatch of
Unemployment
and Job
Vacancies.”
05.2016

…increasing costs to
business & employees
§ Businesses spend
thousands to
transport workers to
job sites

…while pockets of unemployment
are concentrated in urban areas

§ Commute time
costs, vehicle
ownership costs,
and lack of
second/third-shift
childcare mean that
some eligible
workers simply
cannot apply for
these jobs

A lack of transportation and housing options fuel this mismatch
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WHY INCLUSIVE GROWTH?

Minnesota’s median household income is up in 2017, with the largest gains
contributed by Black and Hispanic households
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Source: American Public Media Research Lab analysis (September 2018) of 2017 American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau

§ For Black
Minnesotans,
unemployment fell
to 8.3% (-2.4%), even
as labor force
participation
increased to 73%
(+5%)
§ Black and Hispanic
Minnesotans now
have the highest
labor force
participation rates of
any groups

WHY INCLUSIVE GROWTH?

Despite these gains, the official poverty rate did not budge in 2017;
nearly 1 in 10 Minnesotans lives in poverty
# Number in poverty

% Share in poverty

Minnesotans in Poverty 517,000 (9.5%)

§ Persistently high
poverty rates
raise questions
about the type
and quality of
opportunities
available to low
skill workers,
especially among
communities of
color
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HOW WE WORK

Impact Areas

ALIGN INVESTMENTS IN HUMAN CAPITAL,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, TRANSIT & ACCESS.
Ensuring that all residents, especially those who have
been historically excluded, have the opportunity to
benefit from and contribute to the economic
prosperity of the region.
1

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

1 Urban Institute Inclusive Recovery In Cities, Pg. 6

HUMAN
CAPITAL

TRANSIT
& ACCESS

Entrepreneurship
& Business Growth

Talent Development

Transit &
Transportation

Regional Investment

Wages & Employment

Housing

Changing Workforce Systems Together
Employer
continuum
Race
Race
neutral
neutral

Race
conscious

Diversity

Inclusion

Intentional Actions to Advance Equity
§ Race, Place, and Gender specific
initiatives to employ our entire talent
base
§ Market driven and people responsive
solutions
§ Public-sector investments in datadriven workforce investments in
communities of color
§ Entrepreneurship as a path to
employment
§ Housing, Trauma-supports, and
Paid-training must be invested in
with training
§ Supporting employers in transitioning
temporary jobs to permanent &
increase wages & benefits to increase
attraction and retention

NORTH MINNEAPOLIS & EASTSIDE
SAINT PAUL
‘NO WRONG DOOR” NETWORKS WITH
ITASCA, XCHANGE, WORKFORCE
CENTERS & COMMUNITY PARTNERS

CORPORATION FOR A
SKILLED WORKFORCE
SECTOR SKILLS
ACADEMY
Content adapted from: Northside Funders Group Racial Equity Toolkit.
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What Will the Center Do?

Learn more at
www.CenterforEconomicInclusion.org
@EconInclusion

